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BBSTIZAGT 

Disaster. and Sociusystmsc Vulnerability 

. Carlo Belanda 
Insticute of Internations1 Sociology - Goriaia, Italy 
. - .  

The aims of this paper &e to suggest a pr&lMnary sociological definition 
of vulnerability to disaster$, to discuss this notion in relation to dif- 
ferent levels of sociosystemit complexity and, only for heuriacic purposes, 
to present a tentathw and synthetic conceptual schema for the assessment 
of the overall vulnerability of a social (sub)sysgem. 

Disaster is defined 88 "the actualization of the 8ociosyste;mic vulnerabili- 
ty." The term "VulnerabiXitty" refers ta the strueturd state of a sociai 
{sub) -stem. 

Three levels of social dnerabJ.$ity are &dentifled: typological, specific 
and general. The discussion suggests.that only a shzltaneous and combined 
assessment of these three levels, at least, can allrrw reliable predictions/ 
explanatfons or the over83.l degree of vulnerability of the social SUb8y8tem 
that is of interest. 
earthquake is used as a mugh k p l e  for the matter under discusston. 

%'he analysis of the social response to the Fsiuli 

The last section of this paper deals with tbe hypothetical relationship be- 
tween the degree of structural (h)detenninacy and the degree of social m L -  
1~er8bility. Ttra'main g o d  is to identffy crdy one indicator, or dSmension 
of v6lnerabflitywhich could fit 'any-structorally relevant component along 
the &s of the S0~%08ySt&C complexity. 



DISASTER AND SOCIOSYS3CEMLC VULNERABXLITY 

Carlo Pelaxda. Institute of International Sociology - Gorizis, Italy. 
The aints of this paper are to suggest a prelbinary sociological definition 
of vulnezabilifp to disasters, to discuss this notion An relaZion to differir.nt 
levels of sociosystemic complexity and, only for heuristk purposes, to pre- 
sent a tentative and synthetic conceptual scheme for the assessmeat of the 
overall vulnerability of a social (sub)system. 

If one seeks an understanding of wbat happens at the interface between extreme 
physical phenomena and ~0cia1 systems, it is necessary to look at the rela- 
tionship between the context of "normality" and the processes df disaster. 
Prom the point of view of disaster research, the pre-Impact type of social 
organization could be considered in terms of its degree of vulnerability, in 
relation to different types and intensitites of potentially destructive events. 
In conceptual tenus, ft would be relatively simple to assume- a direct linkage 
between the pre- and post-disaster structural state, and the behavior o€ a 
social (sub)system. But very little is known about the quality, the quantity 
and the type of this relationship. 
disaster social vulnerability plays a crucial role in determining the range 
of destruction and the aftermath of social dynamics, but we do not know, or 
we know only lroughly, what type of vulnerability plays what; role. 

Current social science does not have manageable models of socfetal dynamics. 
In particular, there is a lack of knowledge about the critical thresholds 
which determine the loss of the system's structural stability. Even though 
we must accept temporarily the general state of the art, in disaster research, 
we cannot maintain too high an indeterminacy in understanding and defining 
what is the soc~osystdc vulnesabil$ty to disaster, This is particularly 
cruc&al when we advance the hypothesis that the post-disaster society isan 
extension of the pre-disaster one. 

In other words, we could state that pre- 

In the following sections of this paper we will try to give some starting 
points for the matter under discussion; 
synthetic definition of both disaster and sociosystemic vulnerability. 
sections 2,3, and 4 we will identify three levels -- the typological, specific 
and general - of social tTulnerahilfty to disasters. 
propose a hypothetical and tentative scheme in which the degree of structural 
'indeterminacy predicts the overall degree of wlnerabPLtSty to disasters of a 
social (sub)syetem. 
But we believe that our pol~xt sf view &an be a heuristic and preliminary tool 
for finding the most powerful and simplest indicator of socialvulnerabilSty, 

In section 1 we will present a new 
In 

In section.5 we will 

The discussion will be at a relatively 'abstract level. 

.for later application in disaster minimization strategies. 

1. DrnINITIONS OF DISASTER AND WWERABILXTY FROM A SOCIOLOGICAL POINT OF VIEW 

The conceptual need to define vulnerability depends on whether or not one 
believes in the utility of a synthetic concept €or assessing the social. (sub) 
systems probability of losing viability under given conditions, and/or the 
probability of generating these conditions. 
we need to give 8- consideration to the definition of disaateribefore dealing 
with the conceptual and terminological identification of the notion of social 
vulnerability . 

For the purposes of this paper 

In the literature, definitions' of disaster of a "social pature have clearly 



and fortunately replaced zbe very early referents in almst solely physic& 
teras'' (Quarantdl2 and Dpncs, k977: 24) Nevertheless, the major part of 
the sociological deftnitions of disaster focus only on the descrlpticzn of 
social and environxuental effects of an impact, i.e., when disaster strikes. 
In these definitions, disaster irz viewed as an etrent concentrated in time and 
space in which the normal structural arrangements of a social (sub)spstem 
are auddenly destroyed, and the fullfillnrent af all or soste of.the essexztfal 
sociaZ functions are .prevented (see: Endelmarin, 3852: Form and Masow, 1958; 
Fritz, 1961; Ciain and Cl&rk, 2962; Skeet, L977). Other authors define disas- 
ters as collective stress sftuations which render expected conditions and 
goals Uattahable to the degree customarily considered eesenlail by the social 
units (see: Killian, 119%; loo mi^, 1962; GAllin, 1962; Barton, 3970). Only 
a few definitions try to relate the notion of dfSa8t@r to the cpllapse of the 
already existent capacity of the routine social szntctures. In other words, 
a dfsaster ia defined as a situation in which the social demands exceed the 
organizational capabilities and precautions which hiad hitherto been culturally 
accepted as adequate (see: 
8ee a h 0  Sjoberg, 1962; Western, 1972). 

In spite of many variations in the exiscent sociological definitions of disas- 
ter, the causes which generate disasters, i.e*, the reasons why disaster 
occurs, are contlaonly left undet;ermined. In other words, the disaster socfal 
situation is arbitrarily separated €rm, or not explicitly connected to, the 
pre-disaster ob. 
the pre-disaster type of normality is assumed. 

Dynes, Qurantelli and ICrep, 1972; Turner, 1978; 

This could mean that a certain degree of."neutrality" of 

In the last two decades disaster researchers have produced nwmy fhdings 
stressing the relevance of pre-disaster soeial condieians on postdisaster 
erfects. On the other hand, the causes of a disaster have been cornidexred 
partially external to the "nsmi" structural state of a social bublsystem. 
'this view could be sunnnarizsed as the-"prhciple of Iixdted responaibCi.ity'* of 
the social structure in generating disaster situations. 
believe in the principle of the "total responsibilfty" of the eoc€ostructural 
organization in generating the pre-canditions of every type of disaster, even 
when a natural. agent is involved. 
or a sociotechnological cauie for every'sort of destruction and the effective- 
ness of the response to it (Bee Battisti, 1980; Diecrpra, 2980). When, €or 
example, a large scale earthquake occurs, the level of destruction depends on 
the capacity of the physical structures to absorb the massive release of 
energy. 
pre-determfned. 

In the case of technological disaster-agents, it has'been shown that "the 
community preparedness necessitates social change, not mere technologfcal 
upgrading" (Quarantelli and Tierney, 1979: IO). We cauld generalize this 
to all types of disaster, that is, a "technical fnvestigatSon alone is in- 
sufficient to provide a €ull understanding of the origins of disasters and 
that 8 socio-technical approach must be employed" (Turner, 1979: 
Simflarly, in the c a ~ e  of natural disasters we cou3.d also apply the prhciple 
that disasters always arise from an absence of some kind of knowledge at some 
point (Turner, 1978). From this perspective we could interpset all disasters 
as acts of ignorance ox situations which depend 0x1 a lack of ratfonality. On 
the other hand this lack of rationality is a constant in sociaZ kystema. 
is well described in Simon's principle of ''bounded rationality" which asserts 
that there is always a state of potential ignorance that prevents the maximf- 
zation of any human goal (Simon, 1957). 

Om the contrary we 

In human system3 there is always a soclal 

But hfs capacity is tota3.l.p socially, economic@ly and technologically 

53). 

It 
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we' must temporarily accept ias a constant: the incapab%~ity to perfectly contra1 
and understand the dynamics which lead to a disaster situation. But we cannot 
tolerate a conceptual. d i g u i t y  about the context in which a dfsastex arises. 
Any sort of dis-ter, natural or man-made, dissensus or ~onse~sus type etc., 
totally depends on social causes. 
responsibility" then the simplest axd most general definition shauld state 
that disaster is the actualization of social vulnerability. 

In the disaster literature there is a lack of clariZy about the interpretation 
of the terPa "vulnerability." 
is bplfcitly defined as pzoneness, risk hazard; or lack of preparedness, 
readiness, organization, experience, viability, ox low capability €or absorp- 
tion, normalization; or low elastfcitp, flexibflity, stability: 09: h€& 
susceptibility, fragility, penetrability, exposure, etc. Only' a few authors 
try to define eJrP1icit:ly the nuthn of social vulnerability. 
atention a representatfve sample of rheir wrftings. 

Zf we accept this psincfple of *total 

. 

Xn many studfes, the notion of vulnerability 

Here we can 

"In sane. sense vulnerabflity is a concept which stands in a reciprocal relation 
to viability, 
structures and processes which, when broken under assumed or actual stress 
will. decrease the general and specific viabfifty of society and its hstftu- 
tfona" (Vestennark, 3968: 14). The folluwinp dsf.%n€tion is relatively sim- 
ilar: 
loss when an Went of given btensfty occurs" (Friedman, 1975: 

Studies of socfrtl vulnerability should identify those key 

"vulnerability defines the susceptibility of population-at-r%sk to 
2). 

Disagreement is explicitly present in the dfstinctfoas ~ m o n g  "vuherebility, " 
If proneness" and "risk." Lewis, for example, tryZng to distinguish between 
proneness and vulnerability states that "the former concept refers to the 
Erequency and magnitude of. the physical events; the latter describes and mea- 
sures the impact of disasters by means of statistical and other methods" 
(Lewis, 1919: 
degree of social capacity to absorb or ndnimlze disasters, while 'tmilnerabil- 
ity" refers to the degree in whqch a social (su6)system 5s at risk t4 extreme 
phenomena (see for example: Bw_n, Rates and White, 1977) Westgate and 
O'Keefe, criticizing the a b m  point o$ view, asaert that the notian of social 
vulnerability is a combination of bath of the concepts of proneness and risk, 
as follows: **ntLnerabiXity is the degree trz which. a commnity is at risk from 
the occurrence of extreme physical or natural phenmna where risk zefers to 
the pejoratlve probability of occurrence, and the degree to which scscicr 
econdc and socio-political factors affect the ca~&y's capacfty to absorb 
and recover from extreme phenonena" (1976: A recent work in the area of 
chemical disasters ampli€ies the latter approach, asserting that vulnerabflity 
is a characteristic of a comrmity as a totality and' that it is a c ~ r p l e ~  
function of both risk and preparedness (Gabor and Griffith, 1979). 

104). For other authors &e term '*proneness" describes the 

65). 

Even though many of thew definitions stress the socio-ecologixal quality 
of the term vulnerability, they ass- a relative independence between the 
probability of occurrence of a destructive event a d  the sociologicaf context. 
From this point of d e w  one could derive by lugicaf implication that B Xm 
or high probabllFty of occurrence of an extreme phenmenon reduces or increases 
the level. of social vulnerability. This, in operationak terns, could be 
expressed, for example, with Che formula: V U I B E M ~ X ~  (df888tpr risk) 

the conceptual evidence that the degree of risk cannot be viewed as a factor 
which is independent from the sociostructural context, a distinction is &e 
"as it serves to illustrate tke different strategies ccmnnunfty planners can 
pursue according to the relative hportanee of the two sets of factors in a 

tWIWSAL IIAWWD RISK x I]AI%AG3 PROBABILLTX (U*N.D.R*D.* 3.977). . :In spite Of 
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given situation" . (Gabor and Grifffth, 1919: 
In fact there fs a level of applged knowledge in which, for practical purposes 
of canthgent as8ess~~ent, the separation of the notions of risk and the StnC- 
turd. state of a eocisl (sub)sgsra could be justified in building bath a. 
working definition and combined indicators of social vulnerability.. 

Elere* for our purposes, the problem is that this latter approach stays at the 
level of "functiaual ratfondity." 
ganized in such a way that they lead to a previously defined goal with every 
element in these series'of actions receiving a functional position and role 
(Hannheh, 1940). But for a better understanding of what socAa1 vulnerabflity 
and disaster areJ we need to operate at a level of '*substantial rationality" 
i.e., 8CtS of thought from which arises an fntelligent insight 'into the inter- 
relations of events in a given situation (Mannkeim, 194Q). 

325; Gabor and Pelanda, 1981) 

m a t  is, it is a series of actions or- 

In other words, even though at a practical level we could separate the notions 
of risk and the social slwcturalt state, thic point of view, assuming the rel- 
ative independence between the pejorative probability of occurrence of an 
extreme phenomenon and the sociological context, is ambiguous for purposes 
of a substantial understanding of the concept of social vulnerability against 
disasters. 
sponsibility" of the social organizatian in creating the pre-condftions o€ all 
the types of mcial destruction. 
and type of sociological context are both separate and fndependent factors 
(predictors) on the dependent variable "social vulnerability," i. e. , : 

As previously stated, we believe in the principle of "total re- 

This means that the approach in which risk 

DEGREE OF SOCIAL VULNERABRITY 

does not satisfy our principle. 
social vulnerability as an independent factor {predictor) on risk, i.e.?: 

On the contrary, we interpret the noiion of 

where risk is defined as the 'probability of an event oc$urring multiplied 
by the magnitude of the loss. 

The latter causal relation satisfies the principle that the type of organi- 
zatfonaJ. state of a (sub)system senerates the pre-condftions €or any sort a€ 
destruction, natural or mazP--fDBde. 
notion of vulnerability refers to the structural situat:fon of a social system. 
The cormon sense prelIm€nary assumption is that the notion of the probability 
of occurrence of an extreme envlrmental. event is relevant from the socio- 
logical point of view only when it is an extreme social phenamenon i.e.9 when 
a "barrier of indifference" does not exist. 
a factor of sociotechnological capacity which is a subcomponent af the degree 
of social vulnerability inside a given societal and/or colaenunity system. 

It also implies th2t the sociological 

This mans that risk depends on 

From this perspective we need a "pure" sociological concept for defining the 
term *'social vulnerability.-*' 
sociostructural "domain" (e.g., control) that a social system (or subsystem 
or component) has over its internal, and external processes. At an abstract 
level, the condition of perfect domain is constituted by the Eullfilhent of 

The simplest notion could be the quantity of 
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two prerequisites: 
possible given the structural state of the aystem of interest and b) related 
sutcess€ul c~nstrucltion of' sociotecfinologkeal barriers of fs&Lfference in 
oppositioa to the subset of possible events whose actualization would directly 
or indirectly lead the system below the rhreshold oE minimum viability. .At 
this level of generality we could assert that the degree of social vulnerability 
of a (sub)svstem is the quantity of sociostructural '*non=domaf;n" )(e.&, non- 
control) mer its internal and external processes. 
is a relativistic concept based on the interests of an observer. 
tion could be applied to the point of view of aP1 the components placed along 
the continuum of sociosgstemic complexity. 

a) subarantfstl knowledge of dl the events which are 

The notion of wlnerabPl%ry 
This defini- 

The actualization of any event socially deiined as disaster is a specific 
property of the sociosystdc non-domain (Pelanda, 1981, A). This approach 
implfes that both manr-made and natural disasters slimply assume the same quality 
of outcornea of "eociotechnological options," which are not sufficient to 
dominate the envtronmental variability. Furthermore, one of the implications 
related to the above definition of social WInerabUity is that no extreme 
physical phenominon, relevant from the point of view of human systems, can be 
considered independent from the involved sociological context. Or, better 
stated, any'physical event characterlzed by a social impact is directly "gen- 
erated" by causes inside the structural organization of a social (sub)systemD 
Sudden, rare, ,random, unexpected, destructive events are only synonyms of what 
we do not knaj or of what we are not able, or we do not want to organize. 

In the last section of this paper we.wil.3. tentatively identify the miin 
structural determinant of the quantity of sociaf. vulnexability as defined 
above. 
of social vulnerability pley what role in localized disasters. 

Xn the following pages we will discuss the problem of how many types 

2. PRRLXMXNAXY 'IDEN!IIFfCATIOPJ OP THREE LEVELS OF SOCIAL WTLNE3U#ILXTY 

To observe whether or not localized disasters have relevant long-term socio- 
economic and psychological effects, could be a preliminary way of finding 
some empirical evidence about what and.how nuuxy types of social vulnerability 
play a role In disaster situations. 
at the socioeconrnuic level, American studies have produced two recurrent 
findings 

(1) 
:significant long-term changes in the demographic, econdc and urban dynamics 
of impacted communities when compared with the prertisaseer .ones (Wright et 
al, 1979; Friesema et al, 1979; Aguirre, 1381). If small changes occur, they 
tend to be positive in economic terms and more relevant at a regfonal level 
rather than €or single cormnunities inside the geographical area of the disaster 
(see: Dacy and Kunreuther, 1969). 

The second finding is that localized natural disasters tend to pro- 
duce an accelaration of the already pre-existing developed and underdeveloped 
trends (Bates et al, 1963; Haas et al, 1977). 

In the social science disaster literature, 

The first finding is that localized natural disasters do not generate 

(2) 

At the psycho-social and epidemiological levels, there is a bask conflict be- 
tween two subsets of survey findings relating to the long-tern individual 
effects of natural disasters (for a general dfscussion see: Mileti et al, 
2975; Perry and Lindell, 1978). The first set asserts that a natural disaster 
might produce short-term psychoXogical distiurbances, but does not generate 
significant long-term indivfdual consequences (see Drayer, 1957; Dohrexwend, 
1973; Hall and Landreth, 1975;'Taylor etal, 1976; Omaha Tornado Project, 1976; 
Western and Mflne, 1976; Sterling et al, 1977; Melick, 1978). Moreover, 
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uisasters cio not necessarsy 'produce negative individucz1. effects, but they car! 
have many positive effects on some characteristics af the involved social units 
(see Barton, 1970; Turner, I966; Ifrabek, 1976). Xn ~ontmst, the second set 
suggests that relevant psychological eonsequences can appear aft- a cansider- 
able period sr;lisequQne tu the *act (see Klllian, 1954; Z)-ra.th and Va3lace, 
1957; Form and ROSOW, 1958) and can persist in the long-run among significant 

' ' number oE the disaster victim (see WiLson, 1962; Erikson, 197.6; Titchener a d  
Knapp, 1976; Lope et al, 1978; see also Ahearn, 19793, A variation of this 
latter finding, based on canormnity studies focused on the long-term social 
Consequences of the 1976 Frfuli (Italy) e?tirthqu&@, prcqoses that.both the de- 
structfon and the type of reconstruction tend to produce significant negattve 
effects only, or mainly, on those .rfctbs already characterized by high pxe- 
disaster psychological. and/or socioecondc vulnerability (Tessarin , 1980 ; 
Pelanda, 1981; Pascolini, 1981). 

From 'a societal point of view, and on the basis of the literature we reviewed, 
we could hypothesize that in developed western societies, local natural disas- 
ters do not produce any long-term relevzinc structural effects. 
these types of social systems maintain their structural stability under local- 
ized desixuction. 

In other words, 

If one is hterested in a more fonnal. description of this observation. we could 
use (only as a parenthetical note in the context of this papex) the mathemati- 
cal concept of topological isomorphism related to the preservation of a ays- 
ten's structure over time (see Gottinger, 1975; WiLligan, n.d.). If we iden- 
tify (SJ) as a differential dyaamtc system, where S is the system's phase 
space, wfth some assmeti appropriate topological structure, and X is a vector 
field made up of a set of differential equations specified in S, we could de- 
fine the system (SJ) to be structurally stable if for s m e  perturbation 
& X  on X the system (S, X + 6 X) is topologically €samo%phic to (S,X). Thfs 
is simply a desaription of a system which maintains its qualitative dynamics 
undeli perturbation. 

From a macroscopic point of view this should be the situation of the .developed 
western societies in relation to localized disasters. On the other hand we 
do not know anything, or little, about'the threshold of intensity beyond which 
a local crisis becomes a societal disaster, a d  about: the penaanent effects 
of localized disasters in both nomestern and non-developed societies. 
Therefore, we can only assme that in western developed societies there is 
.a general factor of sufficiently low social vulnerabilipy, which maintains 
the structural stability of the system when the typologicalvulnerabili~~ 
(Le.* the. quantity of %on-controL" over a particular sort of exrv&romen- 
tal variation) of a subsystem actualizes into a local disaster. 

Further problems arise when we have to assess the disaster effects at the 
bvolved subsystem (regional area of conmnmity) level. 
systematic observations which suggest that local natural disasters do not 
produce permanent changes on the characteristics of both the structural dy- 
namics and the social units of the involved subsysten, we have good reasons 
to believe that this finding is more appropriate €or low-range disasters, 
which are easily counterbalanced by the average capacity of .&nstitutional 
rehabilftation exfstent: in developed western societies. 

On the basis of the above reductively summaxized findings, and assMling a 
relevant level of destructfon, we could hypothesize that there are dffferen- 
tial disaster effects among communities inside the same societal system, 
and among social units inefda the same community. 

In. spite of m y  

These differential effects 
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are mainly Based upon the subsystem's sochl units level of predhaeter 
specific vulnerability, i.e., a pre-disastey capacity factor related to the 
involved social units' probability of ma;9llmizing adaptive behavior under 
stress. This means that the dirferential, distributtcm aX the spec2fic pre- 
dfsastrtr social, ecozzomic, cultural, organizational, vulnerabflfries in the 
~cmpanentrs fnside the eociosystemic Imel of interest, creates &kc; pre-cc);ar- 
ditiona of differentiat adapttve or maladapttve post-disaster social dyn&cs. 

But neither these factors of specific vulnerability nor those of CypologicS 
vulnerability, which determines the post-impact degree of enviromiental d- 
teration, are elrxfficient for exhaustively predictiag/exp&ining the type of 
dismter response of the involved aocial yits. 
PO social subsystem is left alone to cope with mass emergencies (Quarantelli 
and Tienley, T979; Strassoldo and Pelanda, 1982). &:sther, the degree of 
%n8ti.kutional rehabilitation (Le., the level of actualization og 8 societal 
factor of general vulnerability), can totally modffy the only apparent finear 
relationship between the particular wlnerabiZitfes inside the involved sub- 
system, and its averall degree of adaptive response to the disaster. 

In fact, in modem societies, 

A Unifying general notion for understanding this complex matter is the prin- 
ciple of contfnuity (Quarantelli and Dynes, 1977) which asserts that the 
pre-disaster behavior (or state) is the best predictor of %he post-disaster 
dynamics. Bur fox our purposes, 
which are focused on how the eocfal vulnerability at dif€erent levels.of the 
soc%osystemic continuum plays its role in asaster siruatiom, we have to 
elaborate this point. 
socfosyst&c vulnerabklkty (i. e. , the quantity of "non-do~~ain" of a social. 
system over its internal and external processes) 8s a conceptual leit- 
motif. This implies at least three sublevels of social vulnerability: m, at a societal level, and specific, and typological, at the involved 
subsystem level. 
or we assess them separately, we cannot measure the overall vulnerability of 
a p c W  subsystem of interest nor predict/explain its post-disaster behav- 
ior. We need a simultaneous assessment of at: least all these three types of 
social vulnerabiX%tp. In other words,'the fact of knowing each type of wl- 
nerability alone does not allow us to predict/expIafn the subsystems post- 
disaster social dynrnmics. Only a threefold simultaneous assessment could at 
least have this properLy 'at an acceptable level of reliability. 

'Before ttging to better define these three levels of &ial vulnerability and 
their fnterrebtionship, it will be useful to give a brief concrete empirfcal 
-le of the matter under discussion. 

This principle fits our pobt of view. 

Untfl. now we have identiffed the notion of total 

Ttre hypothesis is that if we know only one of these Zevels, 

3. ANEXANPLZ: THEFRIULIEAR!iXQTJAKECASE 

We undertook a questionnaire survey focused on the 1976 Friuli earthquake 
and obtained a sample of 896 dwellers from 16 damaged and destroyed conmauni- 
ties. 
I> in which the rough deterxdnants of the long-term indivPdual (d)adapti- 
vity to the disaster are represented and measured (see Pelanda and Cat- 
tarinussi, 1980; Cattarinussi, Maretti and Pelanda, 1980; Strasaoldo and 
Pelzinda, 1981). Here, because of space Ilmiration, we can only %rfefly 
mention those findings most directly relevqr to the topic af this paper. 

2 

We gathered data organized in a (recursive) causal scheme (see fig. 

In this research, we used relhble indexes of the disaster4ctim's pre- 
impact socioeconomic (XI} sad psychologSca1 (X11) vulnerabilities. ZR the 
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In same of q e  findings derived from the causal acherara (fig- 1) we can aee 
that the Lev&ls of pre-disaamr econmfc and psycholagltcal vxdnerability 
are. the best Unear predictors of the long-term degree of trrrl%ylidual (mal) 
adaprivity to the disaster. Even though this relaticmah&p &E true in the 
stacissical model we ktilt, it does not: imply, on the other hand, that we 
can exhaustiveTp predictfexp2ai.n the fndividuals post-disastex situatbn 
only knowing their pre-dfsaster degree8 of specific mherability. The 
statistical signifkance onXp means that there 2s a partfcular tendency in 
the data. &my exceptions suggest that the continuity between the overall 
p r e  and post-disaster personal state of LndfvMuals is crMous3y affected 
by many ather fsctors. 

BeEore exploring these facrars, we ne+ a synthetic and manageable concept 
to 5dentify the key distension of the socfal unzets‘ capability for absorbing 
enviramPental crises. This crucial notion is the LIzdividuaZ capability to 
ntainta3.n a sense af predictability and cultural coherence in spite of both 
the "disorder" produced by the destruction and the uncert&.nrp related to 

: the reconstruction process (this general factor: is rorpgkly captured and 
meamred ’fry the variables X7 and Bs in €fg. 1). While this crucial notfan 
is suggested in the model presented in fig. I, it is clearly wfden‘c in the 
context of other paraJ3el qualitative analyses of the sociological dyndcs 
related to the fiiulf. earthquake. 
capability weakens, for ample, the linear relationship between the mater- 
ial objective disaster-situation (sea the weak relation batmen Xg and X;! 
in fig. E) and the psychological state of the dgsaster v;tcth. 

The degree of th$s cultural mediation 

In synthesis, the general. pre-disaster social state OE €ndividuds is not 
alone sufficient to explain exhaustively the probabilrty of sllafrtaining 
pxedictabllity under pertarbation, and adapttvity to the disaster situation. 
Xdreds of hterweuing vartables are relevant fox the remaidag Quantity 
of this type of predicrian/expPanatf~* But: WE COUM state thdt all of them 
depend on the degree of actualization of bath the typologha1 {i.e.* all 
the factors which determine the degree of environmental alteration) and the 
general (Le., all the factors which. determfne the level of institutional 
rehabilitation) dnerabll$Xy. 
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In the Friuli earthquake case, the actualization of the typological. vul- 
nerability fl000 criisuJ&ties, 2860 iqjtwed ,, 70 ,OLX bcmelcrso) was bu~ndcd 
inside the hausing system, leaving whole the productive structure. Hare 
over, the presence in Pxiuli of 213 of the Italian Armp substituted and 
coranter-bbalmced the "~atal lack of cc~imnuu3ity preparedness €or emergency man- 
agement. The general vulnerabslfty, at a societal level, actualized mostly 
in same intervention delays, but U Q ~  in the amount and quality of 2he ffnan- 
cia1 and organizational X~GCT(T;PIS~S whfch converged into the disaster' area, 
The bounded clctualizatrton of both the cppological. and general vulnerability, 
generated a simflarly bounded actualization sf the speciffc vulnerability of 
the socZa1 units inside the fmlved subsystem. 

From a general pdkt of view, ,this means that the overall post-disaster or- 
ganizational envfrolmrent semafned below the threshold, .beyond which the 
average capability of the disasterarea social units for mahtahling 8 sen5e 
of cultural coherence and predictabuity, collapses, On the other hand, and 
at another level of 0bsen7ar5011, tfre partial actualization of these vul- 
nerabilities was high enough to create a relevant quantity of randomness in 
the individual adaptive SUCCCPSS. 
indetenainancp waa, and is, high enougx ea make unpredictable the degree of 
adaptation of ol~fny social units iE we 'm\,ow only their own degree of prs- 
disaster saeul vulnerability. For out: immedfate purposes, tfris set of 
necessarily ieduct3tve considerations , is sufficfent eo d e  T ~ ~ S C U I ~ W . ~  the 
hypdthesis that the stmultaneoua assessmgnt of at least three levels of 
vulnerabfLity along the continuum of aociosystemic camplexity, is the mini- 
mum pre-condition for getting arr acceptable predictian/explaaatitm of the 
social. dynades inside a post-disaster subsysctrm. 

Now let us go dack again to tbe general discussion we interrupted to present 
some rough eutp€ricalIy-based lllustrattons. 

The quantity af post-disaster envlronnental 

4. ROLE AND INTERACTION OF THKEE Z m L S  OF SOCIOSYSTEME WLNERABILI!!Y IN 
IlETERMINING THE O?iTBALL SUBSYSTEM'S YtKNEWILXTp AN5 D'ESASTEB RESPONSE 

When disaster strikes modern societies, the involved social subsystem is 
not Left alone, but it is "rehabilitated" by the (over)system. 
to deal with the problem a€ the assessment of disaster minimization is c o w  
mnitiecs or regional areast we cannot sbply use masures of Pocstl expasure 
or of social vulnerability inskde the area of inteuesec. 
as msny levels of wlnerab%I€ty. as there are functional connectfms among 
components, subsystenzs and system. 
explanations at least a sl;rmrltaneczus assessment of three Ie~ePs of social 
vulnerability, def b e d  as follows, is requfred. 

A. Subsystem of Interest Level. 

When we have 

We have to identify 

For nainim~.~~~ acceptable predictions/ 

(2) TYPOLOGICAL VIIJLNERABILITY: refers to all the 10c~ll sociOte&&i.ogi.- 
cal pre-conditions whose resultant defPaes the degree of the social sub- 
systw's indifference to a given intensity of a passfble type of environ- 
mental perturbation. In other words, this term includes both the techno- 
logical and social factors which directly define the probabiuty or avoJLding 
or minimizing a speclfic type, or a set, uf potentially destructive events. 
The level of emergency planning preparedness, the degree of rtssflienke of 
the physical structtses, the technological capability to ZocdiJr41 assess the 
degree of exposure, the aocfopolit5caP awareness about risk, etc., are ex- 
amp3.e~ of some of the required indicators Tor assessing the typological d- 
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(2) SFECIFIC VXENEWEILm: is the combined resultarzt of the dis- 
tribution of the cultural, orgznizatianal, technological and eeondc re- 
sources of the subsystem's social mits (Andfviduala, families and organ%- 
zlations). Xr, other words, this is a ccmplex masure of tbe local levels of 
b4th socioeconomic development and cultural stability. The degree of spc- 
cffic vulnerability dixectly influences both the degree a€ pre-disaster 
typological vulnerability and the soda1 units? type of response when the 
typological vulnerability aemalizes. 

B. Society System Level. 

(I) GENERAL TmwsERA13alTY: is the sodecal degree of sucioecoTsomic, 
organiaatiohal 'and technological developlaent. 
ability indicators refer to: I) the quantitative and qualitative availability 
of economic, argadzational, cultural, normative and technological. resources: 
2) the degree of Eurrctfonal connection between the societal.system and its 
subsystemst 3) the degree of Punceiclnal. linkage with the fnternational over- 
system (see DelliZotti, 1981; Straasoldo, 1979). 
vulnerability dArect1y influences both the pre-disaster levels af typological 
aad specffic 'vulnerability and the degree of after-fmpact lnstitutional re- 
habilf tat ion. 

The national society vrrlnex- 

The degree of general 

As shown in figure 2, these types of prelixninarp.analpses inply both a causal 
relationship among the thrae levels af social vulnerability and.their dff- 
ferent direct roles after tH;e impact of a localized disaster. 
situation, the 'degree of societal general vulnerab5Llty directly influences 
the aubsyste~~~s rmlnerabilktios. 
plifies or reduces that quanllty of typological vulnerability which directly 
depends on the general stare of the societal system. 
three types of dnerabflity play a comb.lned bur: differential role in deter- 
mining the subsystai's overall social .response. 
rectly depends on the degrees of: a) envirolzmental alteration (the actuali- 
zation of the typological vu3nesabflity), b) pre-disaster specific vulner- 
ability of the involved social uzaies and e) institutional rehabilitation 
(the actualtzation of the general. nlaewability) = 

The representation fn figure 2 is made from the paint of vkw of the involved 
social. subsystem. 
nerability agafnst possible disasters, we have eo si;rmtltaneousfy use reliable 
indicators related to at least all three levels of the social Quhx?rab.ility 
identified above, 
to combine all of them, the failure to predSct/explain the irmo3.ved a b -  
syetem's disaster related dynamics is more likely EO occur. 

The required social science assessmxxt, as shmm in figure 3, could be de- 
scrfbed as a three-step process: 1) reduction of che camplexlty of the 
reality by the identiffcatfon and measurement of a satisfying number of in- 
dicators related to all three levels of sociosystemfc vuherabffitiy; 2) 
employment of dtf.vtrriate techniques (e. 8. * factor analyslrr) f& reducing 
the complaity of the indicators and finding the latant dimeasions which 
synthesize them; 3) combined assessment of the Sactar analysis derived h- 
dexes, and their causal relatiomhip, to:obtaix zhe degree of overall social 
vulaerabflity af a societd subsysrm for any chose& set: of unwanted poss5ble 

In the disaster 

The degree of specific vulnerability am- 

After *pact, ,the 

Its level of success di- 

Thi5 approach means that for assessing its overall vul- 

If we know only one or two levels or if we are not able 
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events. 

This is the minfmum we believe that is required. 
accepting the idea of the e9anrltaneous enysfoysemt of SJICtcators related to 
all the rdevant levels 'of sociosystemfc functional Sntercarmectims, we 
could use many other techniques. 
could emplay the Xonte Caxh 115ethod and the relared Etetk-ork Analyetis or 
the Delphi procedure or the 'Event Tree Analysis and so forth. 
the problem of chooahg the technique whfch better fits the researcher'a 
goal. foLlowa, and does not precesd, the problem a€ bejtng able to pursue a 
holistic approach. 

me point of vfeoi expressed here might satfafy a prelimiuary introduction 
to the problem of asseasiug the degree. o€ the social mbsystem"s vulnerability 
for every gtven set of pexturbiag events, bur €t is only a rough idea of whart 
is necessaiy. 
fact, i€ we codd operatiodize OUT approach, we would find not only dif- 
ficulties in dealing with the large number of required iadicatore, but, abwe 
all, the cnrcZat problem of having to uke dsferent criteria of dnerability 
per any &sea level of the socio-systemic complexity. 

But obviously, a€ter 

For examph, to perform risk d y s f s r  we 

We think that 

Among the many dffflculties, one: is particularly crucial. XU 

EapLoying 0nI.y one cornon criterion for assessing the vulnerability related- 
state of all'the sociosystemfc components of interest w d d  be a bet&er 
'strategy. But we have to find simething which cauld fit this goal. In 
this perspective, our prelhinary workhg hypothesis is that the degree of 
(in)deterd.nacy of the structural state of a social. [sub)syste= could be 
€unctionally related to its averall degree of social vuherab&lity (Pefanda, 
3.980). 

In the followlag and final section, we will try to sugp;est same tentative 
consfderations &our the hypothetical possibility of qloying.an indicator 
af the degree of socLostructural. (ila)detenuinacy, €or assessing the.overal.1 
level of vulnerability of a social Csub)sysCari, 
sarily short and fRCQmpleW2 because of the tentative and preliminary nature 
of our untested hypothesis. 

5. SOCIOSYSTEHIC WLNERABILSTP AND BOUNDEZT I ~ E I E ~ I ~ A ~ :  A TENTATIVE AWD 

The problem is to find only one indicator of vulnerability.wkich can be colxlr 
patable with any structurally relevant component andlor level, placed along 
the continuum a€ S0CiOSyS~e31ii.C complexity. 3f one bexieves in the possible 
existence of such an indicator, then the preliminary methodological step is 
to identify the: shplest, theoretically acceptable &KU~ZLS%OQ which could 
fit any element of the sysremCi3) under analysis. Our point of view is that 
che degree of (in)dete&mcg in the structural relatfans ~mong social sys- 
tem, sufrsystems and components could be functionally refated to their degree 
of sociologically relevant vulnerability. A necess-arily short general dfs- 
cussion justi€yirig this Centative approach is required. 

The discussfon will be neces- 

PRELmNARy APPROACH 

we define a social system as a particular type of cybernetic sypim in which 
all the components are enterconnected and have a certain degree oE autorrcrmy 
(for a gqneral discussion see Buckley, 2968; Katz, 1981). 
behavior of any campanent could be viewed as totally determined or relatively 
W e t e r a b e d  or totally tindet&nnined. . 

By logfc,'the 



If the behavior of all or many of these cmpmenttr 5s highly undetermined, 
we could say thee the structural stare of the system is characterized by 
high levels of disorder and mtpxedictabi1ft.y in its functional connections. 
The opposite sttuatfm could be viewed as a state fa which; the behavior a€ any 
component is highly determined and therefore the structure is extremely rigid. 
A great amount of srructuraf rigidity implies that there is not sufficient 
elasticity for absorbiag some possible unexpected event, 

Let us a~s'cmte two svseeas whose structure is characterized by, in the first, 
extreme indetem%na& and, in the second, extreme determinacy. 
cases we could predict that, for different reasons, tbere is a similar high 

In both 

level of vulnerability. In the first case, because there is a lack of struc- 
tural control over those social aad environmental. processes *ich potentially 
can lead the systen to a disaster situatfm. 
the structural organization has not sufficient variety (e.g., iiItemat5ves) 
for adaptively reacting to an unpredicted event. 

This abstract consideration implies that there is an optimal level of indeter- 

In the second case, because 

. 

minacy in the structure of a system, where a sufficient dearee af variety CQTQ- 
bined w2th.a high but not extreme level of order (determinacy), maximixes the 
probability of reacting to the actualization of an unpredicted event, by adopt- 
ing the required elasticity. ' We defiae this optimal level. of indeterminacy as 
"bounded inderkenninacy" (see: Katz, 1974; Pehnda, 1980). We can measure the 
degree of indeterminacy of the structure of a given system along 8 continuum 
of indeterminacy - determinacy (i.e., 0 = MAX. indeterminacy; 1 = max. deter- 
mhacy). We assme that there exists an interval along this continuum called 
"bounded indeterminacy", Sn which the system's structure maximizes the required 
levels of both variety and organizaridn for nhh~fztng or avoiding all types 
of potentially .destructive events. 
yond the limits of bounded indeterminacy towards the extremes af both deter- 
minacy (rigidity) OX indeterminacy (disorder) then its degree a€ vulzlerabflit y 
raiies . 

If the system's structural state goes be- 

Let us gfve some co~ceptual examples for clarifying the latter staterrtent. 
of the smallest units of S Q C ~ ~ .  srxucture are-roles. They could be viewed as 
packages of expected and socially enfqrceable behavior. Their fnteraction 
makes up role systems (see: Krttz, 1974). If we observe some individuals who 
are playing social roles; we could find thar the Interaction is functional 
or possible as long as the role-playing remains within the 'socially defined 

' limits. 
:extreme indetem2nacy and detedxmcy, a dysfunction in the. involved social 

One 

If the role-playing goes beyond these limits fn the direction of both 

interaction is inore lfkely to occur. 

Let us change the level of observation and let \18 assume, front a macroscopic 
point of view, that a social system reproduces its structure m e r  time. 
there is a rigicl (i.e., highly detemlsred) reproduction of the original 
matrix we could say that such a socfal system is at a steady state, and it 
does not increase its levels of variety, organization, development. If 
the process of reproduction generates a new structure whfch is highly dif- 
ferent from the former m e  we could say, roughly speaking, that the social 
system has lost its structural stabllity at a certain point'over t.ims?. In 
both cases, we could predict an extremely hfgh level of social wherabflity. 
In the first caseS this could be because of the rigidity in the structural 
dparaics. 
certabty in the social proceases. 
structural state makes a social system able ta increase its levels of organi- 

If 

In the second case, this would be because of too high an. un- 
oztly a bounded change from the former 
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zatfon and vargety maf.nta%n$ng, at tb ~388bp t;W, Rts already established 
structural stabU&tyP, Xn ~ther words ff a stntctuxd change occurs within 
the l W t s  of bounded $ndaterminacywe as- that it maximizes the organ- 
izational resources for coping with a311 the events which could lead the 
system below the threshold of minis;um viability. 

, 

In general term, if we observe the behmdor of an organizatbn we could find 
that both extreme detenninacy (e.@;., centralZzstibn, rigid hferarchy) and 
indeterminacy in rhe structural connections among components produce some 
dysfunction. The situation in which any component has a relattvely high, 
but structurally bounded degree of freedam, maximizes the probability of 
avoid%ng or minimizing the organizational collapse under unexpected tasks. 

The function of a limited degree of indeterminacy Jin the structure of systema 
is well known in both the daily experience of engiueers and planners and 
in the scientific work undertaken with systems. Xn the latter sector, par- 
ticularly, the recent evolutSon of a13 the scientif€c disciplinetl shows a 
great interest about the role of fndeterrminacp in the U € e  of both jnan-made 
and natura3 systems. We can only mention some examples incfdentally in the 
context of' this paper. 

How a system,laaintafns or increases order in its bteractfon with environ- 
mental variations is an important question in many discfplfnes. 
(1960) , criticizing the Schrb'dinger's (1945) principle of the "order based 
on order" observed that a self-organizing system does not feed only upon 
order and formulated the prhcipls of "order based an disorder" (€.e., noise, 
indeterminacy). 
science of cybernetics, was an assertion, that as an automaton increases 
its compl4xity; a certaiq quantity of indeterminacy Cerg., redundance and 
delacdization'of both the h-ictions and the ccmtporrents) is required for 
maximizing its probability of adaptation to a perturbation (see: 
Nuemann, 1956; Wfnograd, 1963; Cowan, 19F5). 
at a certain degree related to the Ashbyh(1958) law of "requisite variety." 
Atlan (1972), generalizing a finding which Eigen (1972) obtained in bio- 
chemistry, formulates the principle of "noise [%.e., indeterminacy) as a 
principle of self-organization." It states that a certain degree of W e -  
terminacy in the structural processes of a self-organizfng system is a re-- 
quired pre-condition for transforming a perturbfng event by generating an 

be, and can be,.explfcitly incorporated into theories that describe the 
structure of systems. 
non o€ bounded indeterminacy within many systems. The boundedness, Le., 
the limits within which there exists indeterminacy, can be specified pre- 
cisely while at the emie rime, accepting the unspecifiability of what lies 
within these limits" (Katz, 1979: 394). 

Yon Foerster 

One of the basic findings fa the ffrst developments in the 

Von 
This latter consideration is 

. increasing level of organization, complexity and variety. Closer to our 
. purposes, a sociological hypothesis suggests thar "... indeterdnacy needs to 

(We do it) by praposing that there exists a phenome- 

Going back to the specific topic of this paper, from our poiat of view the 
probability that a perturbing went (i.e., disaster, threat) will activate 
a process of increasing organization in the invozved social (sub)system is 
the key dimension which defines its overall degree of social vulnerability. 
Our hypothesis is that a social (a3h)system's state, in wtrfch all the 
structurally relevant components are operating within the limits of bounded 
indeterminacy, maximizes this probability. 

!%e main assumption of this approach is that such a structural state is the 
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optimal pre-condition €or having the msximum mailabilLty of the required 
organizational resources for copfrtg wAzh all the prrtentfalb deszmctive 
events. 

To synthesize we believe that: 
A) There is a theoretically justifiable possibility €or 'measuring the 

degree of (fn)d@tfSminacy of d l  the chosen structurdly relevant 
components of a social (sub)system. 
The probability o€ both maintaining order and increasLng organization 
ineide a social (sub)syatem under perturbation, could be seen as a 
function of the degree of (in)determinacy in which it and its corn- 
ponents operate during the "normality" phase. 

B) 

If we'assume a continuum 0 + X  along which we can measure the degrees of both 
social vulnerability and structural (in)detenninacy, &hen our hypothesis 
could be represented as follows: 

BOUNDED ' 1; 
WIN 
- 0  
* MIN . ?NDETEREIINACY : MAX - -  

DEGREE OF DETEIMUCY 

According to our preliminary and rougfi,conceptualizatio~, we assume that the 
overell vulnerability of a social. (sub)system and its components is at a *  
relative minimum when their structural* dynam;Lcs operata within the limits of ' 
bounded indetermanacy (see fig. 4). 
(sub) system's and c&ponents * probability of absorbing a perturbation (or 
.threat) by generating positive social change and increasing organization 
variety. The related statement we propose to subject to falsification asserts 
that: if the CiJmami cs of all the structurally relevant sociosyatemic c o w  
poxients operate within the limits of "bounded indetenninacy," then the overall 
degree of social vulnerability is at a relative minimum* 

Such a structural state maximizes the 

Going back to the starting point of this section, we believe that the degree 
of sociosystemfc (in)detenninacy could be the best single dimension or in- I 

dicator of upper level, for assessing the overall structural vulnerability of 
a social (sub)system, for any type of possible disaster. This is a tentative 
and only a conceptually based spproach. 
fy/verify this preliminary hypoth&is. lieanwhile, we believe that it might 
serve as a heuristic tool for developing holistic and concretely; manageable 
methodologies of sociostructural vulnerability analysis. 
powerful and shplest indicator of social vulnerability is one of the main pre- 
lidnary goals for applying disaster minimization strategies. 

In future work we will try to falsi: * 

To firid the most 
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Fig~e.3. REPRESENTATION OF A THREE-STEP MEASUREMENT PROCESS FOR "HE 
ASSESSMENT OF THE 0YERAT.L SUBsTS~€*S SOCIUSPS~XC WLNeR- 
ABILITY. 
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Specific Vulnerability 
Typological Vulnerability 
Unknown Processes and Relations 
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built, while ahout 40,000 disaster victims still live in a temporary housing 
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